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M/s. EL PE Engineers LLP (A Limited Liability Partnership Pirm),

situated at 2Ol, Sahyog Complex, Near Deluxe Cross Roads, Nizampura,

Vadodara, Gujarat-390002 having IEC No. 0398051381 (hereinafter referred

to as "the importe/) is engaged in business of Diagnostics for power plants and

substation equipment and in the field of testing and service equipment. Thc

said importer has regular requirement to import the sophisticated testing

equipment required for safeguarding the large electrical assets facing with

critical failure complications.

2. The said importer imported items declared asMYRKOS BASIC FIELD

PACKAGE (NO BATTERY, NO CONTROLLER) Analyzer - quantity 8 Nos. vidc

Commercial Invoice No. F0048129- 1 dated28.O1 .2019 and filed Bill of Entry

No.20O2670 datedll.O2.2Ol9 through CHA M/s. Chinubhai Kalidass and

Brothers. The declared assessable value was Rs. 1,66,25,0441- and accordingly

basic customs duty paid @7 .5o/o. The said bill of entry was facilitated through

RMS and assessment and examination was not carried out for the said Bill of

Entry. It appears that as per catalogue submitted by the said importer, item

name shown as 'MYRKOS PORTABLE GAS ANALYZERS'.

3. It further appeared that the said importer further imported items 6 Nos,

MYRKOS (Portable Gas Chromatography Analyzer\ Basic Field Package (No

Battery, No Controller)- falling under CTH 9027 2OOO of the Customs Tariff Act,

1975 vide Commercial Invoice No. F0048130-01 dated05.03.2Ol9 and filed Bill

of Entry No.2587782 dated27.O3.2019 opting first check. The declared

assessable value was Rs. 1,20,34,483/- and claimed Basic Customs Duty

Exemption. In view of exemption claimed by the importer and since previous

Bill of Entry for same item was self declared under CTH 90279090, a query was

raised "please justify CTH". The importer vide letter dated 29.03.2019 stated

that though according to them the classification should be 9O272OOO, but in
view of urgency, they accept the classification under CTH 90249090 and

requested to allow clearance. Accordingly, the Bill of Entry was reassessed

under CTH 9O279O9O and the said exporter paid basic customs duLy @7.5ok

and out of charge was given to the said Bill of Entry.
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Brief Facts:

4. Being aggrieved with the assessment, the importer had filed appeal

before the Commissioner (Appeal), Customs, Ahmedabad against the

assessment of Bills of Entry No.2587782 daled 27.03.2019 and 2002670

dated 11.02.2OL9 under CTH 9O279O9O for import of 'portable gas

chromatograph analyser'.



5. The commissioner (Appeal), customs, Ahmedabad vide oIA No. AHD-
cusrM-000-APp-4s1&4s2-19-2o dated oz.r1.2org remitted the matter to the
proper officer to examine available facts, documents, submission and case laws
relied upon by the appelrant and provisions of law and then pass speaking
orders after following principres of natural justice and adhering to the legal
provisions within 15 days.

6. The said importer again imported 2 Nos. Myrkos portable Gas
chromatography Analyser Basic Field package (No Battery, No controrer) vide
commercial Invoice No.F00s r 504-s r s0s-o l dated13.09.2019 as a replacement
units warranty for defective units and fi1ed Bil of Entry No.s010531 dated
23.09.2019 under crH go2zgogo. They have given retter dated 26.09.2019 to
the Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad and
stated that their correct crassification is under go2z2ooo, since the department
may not agree, they are ready to pay duty at the higher rate of basic duty @
7'57o under HS code go27gogo. The decrared assessable value was Rs.
41,O1,97O/- and accordingly basic customs duty was patd, @Z.So/o. The said
bill of entry was facilitated through RMS and assessment and examination was
not prescribed for this Bill of Entry.

7' whereas as per catarogue submitted by the importer, the description of
the item shown as " MyRKos portable Gas Anar,rzers".The apparatus imported
is used for analysis of gas dissolved in transformer o and according to crH
the same farls under go2T rooo of the customs Tariff Act, 1g75. Thus it
appears that the said importer has wrongly claimed their imported items under
crH 9o272oo0 which is for thromatographs and electrophoresis instruments,
whereas description of item imported was ,portable gas chromatography
analyzer'which does not appear to fall under crT go272o00 but the said
items specifically falls under CTH gO2Z IOOO.

8. It further appeared that as per Bill of Entries No. 2002670 dated
11.O2.2OL9, 2587T82 dated 27.03.2019 and S01053r darcd,23.09.2019, the
said importer self-assessed the imported goods & Iiled Bill of Entr5r under the
crH 90279090 of customs Tariff Act, 1975 and paid basic customs duty
@7 '5%. It further appears that crH go2zgogo is for parts and accessories,
whereas the importer has imported "Furl Apparatus" but mis-decrared the
same as parts and accessories under crH go27gogo with an intention to evade
Customs dut5r.

I

t
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9' The said importer had arso submitted Manufacturer,s statement wherein
they had stated that Myrkos Gas Analysers uses gas chromatography
technologr to measure gases and therefore classifiable under crH go2z2ooo.



The importer had also submitted Report from vithal D. patel, Governmenr
Approved valuer wherein he stated that item imported use Gas
chromatography Technolory, therefore it should be classified under crH of
90272000.

10. It appears that there is a specific heading of crH go2z rooo for gas
analyser described as "Gas or Smoke analysis apparatus" under customs
Tariff, whereas crH 9o2z2ooo is for chromatographs and electrophoresis
instruments. crH 9027100o does not distinguish the Gas analyzer on basis ol'
technologr used for gas analysis and all kind of apparatus used for gas
analysis falls under crH 9o27l0oo. crH go27 2ooo is for chromatograph and
not for gas analyzer. when specific heading of crH go27 looo for Gas Analyzer
is prescribed, the question of classifying the same under any other heading
does not arise. The description of item imported under above said Bills oi'
EntrJruvere "portable gas chromatography anaryser" which does not appear t(,
fall under crH 9o272oo0 and correctly filed under crH go2zLooo of customs
Tariff Act, i975.

11. From the discussion in the foregoing paras, it appears that the importer
has wrongly classified/ misclassified their imported items under crH 9o27
9090 which is for parts and accessories, whereas the importer has imported
"Full Apparatus" but mis-declaring the same under parts and accessories
under crH 9o279o9o with an intention to evade customs duty while filing
Bills of Entry No. 20026z0 dated I t.o2.2otg, 2s82782 dated, 27.03.2019 and
501053r dated 23.09.2019 to avail undue benefit of concessional rate of Basic
customs duty @7.5% adv. whereas the items imported by them was portablc
gas chromatograph analyser falling under crH go2z rooo attracting Basi(
customs duLy @1oo/o and thus the Bill of Entries filed by them under crH
90279090 are required to be reassessed under crH go27 Lo00 of customs
Tariff Act, 1975 being specific use ofthe apparatus.

L2. The facts and materials discussed hereinabove paras, it appears that the
importer has contravened the following section of the customs Act, 1962 ancr
therefore liable for penalty under section l r7 of the customs Act,r962:-

I section 46 of the customs Act, 1962: enuisage the certain cond.ition on
importer as tteg shail represent the biil of entry and subscibe to a
declaration as to the truth of its contents. Theg shall ensure th.e accuracy
and completeness o/ the information giuen therein. TLey shall ensure ttrc
authenticity and ualiditg of any documents supporling it. It appears that
importer has filed farse and elToneous d.ecraration before customs an<)

contrauened the prouision of Section 46 of the Customs Act, 1962.
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il. Section 47 of the Customs Act,1962: prouides that when any goods

entered for import under Section 46 of the Customs act,1962 and. after
satisfaction to compliance with condition within section 46 of the customs
Act,1962, clearance of import goods is being permitted. It appears that
importer failed to file true and anect declaration before chstoms and thus
uiolated the prouision of Section 47 of the C;s,toms Act, 1 962.

m. sedion 17(1) of the customs Act,l962: prouides tlnt an importer entering
ang imported goods under Section 46, self a_ssess tLrc dutg, if any teviable
on such goods. It appears tLnt the importer faited to do conect self
assessmen, of dutg on imporled goods bg resorting to mis declaration/ mis
classification and thus contrauened the prouision of section 1z (1) of tlte
Cusloms Act,1962.

13. In view of the above, it appears that the importer has misclassified the
Gas Analyser to evade payment of correct customs duty, therefore, the Bills of
Entry mentioned as above is required to be reassessed under Section l7 of the
Customs Act, 1962 and differential Customs duty amounting to Rs.

10,63,111/- (Rs. Ten Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand One Hundred and Eleven

only) (as detailed in the Annexure A attached to the SCN) which is short paid
by way of mis-classification of imported item is required to be recovered from
them under Section 28(1) of the customs Act, 1962, along with interest liability
under Section 28AA ibid.

14. Further, as per proviso to Section 28(1) of the Customs Act, L962, a pre-
notice consultation was given to the said importer on 2g.ol.2021 and shri Anil
Balani, Advocate, appeared on beha-lf of the said importer via Zoom. He

however continued to maintain that imported items are rightly classifiable
under CTH 9O272OOO.

15. Accordingly, a Show Cause Notice was issued to the importer by the
Joint Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, as to why:

(a) The classification made by the importer for the imported item vide Bills
of Entry No. 2002670 datedl 7.O2.2Ot9, 2587782 d.ated27.03.2019and

5010531 dated23.09.2019 should not be rejected and said Bills of entry should
not be reassessed under Section 17 of rhe customs Act, 1962 by classifying
the item under CTH 9027|OOO of Customs Tariff Act, 1975

(b) Differential Custom Duty amounting to Rs. 1O.68.111/- (Rs. Ten Lakh
Sixty Three Thousand One Hundred and Eleven Onty) (As annexed in
Annexure-A) should not be demanded from them under Section 2g(1) of the
Customs Act, 1962.
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(c) Applicable interest should not be demanded under Section 28 AA of the

Customs Act,l962.

(d) Penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 117 of the

Customs Act,l962.

16. Defence reply:

a

The goods imported should not be confused with gas analysers. Some

gas or smoke analysis apparatus covered by CTH 9027 .LO determinc

volumetrically the gases absorbed by appropriate chemical substances.

Other models work on the basis of density or by fractional condensation

and distillation or on the principles of heat conductivity etc. Also Gas or

smoke analysis apparatus mentioned in CTH 9027 .lO should not be

directly connected to furnace, Gas generator.

On the other hand, in chromatographs, the gas to be analysed is passed

through columns of absorbent material and then measured by means of

a detector. The characteristics of the gas are indicated by the strength of

the signal from the detector. The explanatory notes make it clear that a
chromatograph is completely different from a gas analysis apparatus. In

addition to this, goods imported i.e. Myrkos doesn't directly or indirectll

connect to furnace, Gas Generator or any other industrial HV apparatus.

Myrkos is operated by keeping it at control room/ switchyeard.

That CTH 9O27|OOO for gas analyser described as Gas or smoke

analysis apparatus' whereas CTH 9027 2OO0 is for 'Chromatograph and

electrophoresis instruments'.

That vide their letter to the Deputy Commissioner of Customs, they

reiterated that the correct classification was under CTH 9O272OOO.

That from the detailed HSN Explanatory notes it is clear and

unambiguous that the chromatographs imported could not fall under

CTH 9027 LO00. A gas chromatography instrument only identilies and

separate the fault gases.

That they accepted the classification of department under CTH 9O279O9A

and paid P,CD @7.:5o/o when a query was raised.

17. Pre-SCNconsultation:

M/s EL PE Engineers LLP was given Pre-SCN consultation on

28.01.2021. Shri Anil Balani, Advocate appeared for pre-SCN consultation on

behalf of M/s EL PE Engineers LLP. He contended that the Explanatory Notes

to HSN for CTH 9027 clearly specify that Gas analysers of 9O27.lO work on

principles other than chromatography analysers. They import from
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manufacturer in canada, whose product catalogue as we as chartered
Engineers certilicate which proves that these are chromatograph analysers for
which there is separate classification go2z2ooo. He requested to accept their
argument and not to issue scN, however, if department intends to classify
goods under 9o271ooo, scN may be issued. He assured to send written
submission by mail.

18. Personal Hearing:

M/s EL PE Engineers LLp was given pre_SCN consultation on
15.o9.2o2l at 11:3o AM. Authorised representative of M/s EL pE Engineers
LLP, shri Anil Balani, Advocate attended the personal Hearing virtually
through video conference on ls.og.2o2l at 1l:30 AM. He reiterated the
submissions made in their reply letter dated lg.o2.2o2l. shri Anil Balani also
submitted additional submission in writing dated 15.09.2021 through email
during the personal hearing. He further requested to drop the proceedings
initiated against them vide Show cause Notice No. VIII/ 1o-
101/ACC/O&AIHQ/2o2t dated 08.02.2o2t. He further stated that he has
nothing more to add in this matter.

Discussion and findines:

20. In this case the Importer lirst classilied the imported goods (impugned
goods) under crH 90279090 and later claimed that the correct classification of
the impugned goods is 9o272ooo. The scN issued in this matter proposes to
further classify the impugned goods under crH go2z Looo and demand the
resulting differential duty payable. The entire case is based on the crH
classification of the impugned goods. Therefore, the main issue to be decided in
this case is whether the impugned goods is to be classified under crH
9027|OOO orCTH 9O272OOO orCTH gO2ZgOgO.
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19. I have carefully gone through the facts of this case and the submissions
made by the noticee during the personal hearing and the documents submitted
by them.l have also gone through the otA No. AHD-cuSTM-oo0-App- 4sr&,4s2-
19-20 dated O7.Ll.2Ol9 issued by the Commissioner (Appeal), Customs,
Ahmedabad wherein the case has been remitted to pass a speaking order. I
therefore proceed to decide the instant show cause Notice and the appeal
matter which was remitted to the proper officer vide the above-mentioned order
of the commissioner (Appeals), together as the issue involved is one and the
same.



2L. I have gone through the report dated 11.03.2019 of the Chartered

Engineer and Government approved valuer, Shri Vitthal D. Patel wherein it is
explained that in the Gas Chromatography analyser, the sample solution is

injected into the instrument enters a gas stream which transports the sample

into a seperation tube known as the 'column' (Helium carrier gas). The various

components are separated inside the column. The detector measures the

quantity of the components that exit the column. To measure a sample with an

unknown concentration, a standard sample with known concentration is

injected into the instrument. The standard sample peak retention time

(appearance time) and area are compared to the test sample to calculate the

concentration. While in Gas and smoke analyser, NDIR sensors are

spectroscopic sensors to detect CO in a gaseous environment by its

characteristic absorption. The key components are infrared source, a light

tube, an interference (wavelength) filter, and an infrared detector. The gas is

pumped or diffuses into the light tube, and the electronics measures the

absorption of the characteristic wavelength of light. NDIR sensors are mosl

often used for measuring carbon monoxide. The best of these have sensitivities

of 20-50 PPM and that the above aspects proves the working of OEMS Model

Myrkos under chromatography technolory confirming the applicability of

respective classification of 9027.2O of Customs.

22. I have gone through the catalogue and the statement of the

manufacturer wherein it is mentioned that the items imported are specialized

Gas Chromatography instrument, designed to measure gases extracted from

transformer oil.

23, I have gone through the HSN Explanatory Notes of Chapter Heading

90.27 whrc}:. mentions as:
u Instruments and apparatus for phgsical or clrcmical analgsis (for example,

polaimeters, refractometers, spectrometers, gas or smoke analgsis apparatus);

instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking uiscosity, porosity ,

expansion, surface tension or the like; instruments and apparahts for measuing

or checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including exposure neters);

microtomes."

9027.LO- Gas or smoke analysis apparatus

Explanatory Note No.08 describes Gas or smoke analysis apparatus as given

under:

These are used to analgse combustible gases or combustion by-products (bumt
eases) in coke ouens, gas producers, blast fumaces, etc., in partianlar, for
determining their content of carbon dioide, carbon monoide, oxAgen, hgdrogen,
nitrogen or hgdrocarbons. Electical gas or smoke analgsis apparatus are mainlg
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for determining and measuing the content of the fo owirLg gases : carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide and hgdrogen, oxggen, hgdrogen, sulphur d.ioid.e,
ammonia

9027.2O - Chromatographs and electrophoresls instruments.

Explanatory Note No. 24 describes Chromatographs as given under:

Chromatograpls (such as gas-, liquid-, or thin-lager chromatograpls) for the
determination of gas or liquid. components. The gas or liquid" to be anaigsed. is
passed through columns or thin layers of absorbent mateial and. then measured_
bg means of a detector. The clnracteristics of the gases or liquids und.er analgsis
are indicated bg the time token for them to pass through th.e columns or thin
lagers of absorbent mateial, white the quantity of the different components to be
analgsed is indicated bg the strength of tte output signal from the detector.

9027.9O- Microtomes; parts and accessories

As per Explanatory Notes:

Thi.s heading also includes mlcrotomes, instruments used in microscope work to
cat uery thin sections of o known thtckness from substances to be examined..
Microtomes mag be of uaious tgpes, e.g., hand. tgpe (a kind of straight razor),
reuoluing tgpe, sliding carriage tgpe (horizontal or inclined. plane).

Parts and accessories- subject to the prouisions of Notes I and 2 to this
chapter (see the General Explanatory Note), the Lteading also couers parts and
accessories identifiable as being solelg or principallg for use with the aboue-
mentioned instruments and app aratus.

24, The impugned goods in question as per the SCN are testing equipments
used in diagnostics of power plants for safeguarding large electrical assets
(transformers). These are not stated to be used to analyse combustible gases or
combustion by-products (burnt eases) in coke ovens, gas producers, blast
furnaces, etc. which are the uses of apparatus mentioned in heading
9o271ooo. It is also not stated that the impugned goods are parts and
accessories of the machines/apparatus of heading 9o2z. rnfact, it is specifically
mentioned that the impugned goods are full apparatus. on analysis of the
product description/literature, the manufacturers statement and the
identification report of the valuer, I find that the impugned goods (apparatus)
work on the principle of gas chromatography for detecting and analysing the
concentration of complex gases in the transformer oil and merits classification
under specific heading i.e., crH go272)}}-chromatographs as per the
Explanatory Notes and not under gas or smoke analysis apparatus i.e., CTH
9027 Looo or parts and accessories of apparatus falling under the heading
9027 t.e.,9O279O9O.
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25. In view of the above discussions, I hereby pass the following Order.

ORDER

a. I drop the proposal for classifoing the goods imported under the Bills of

Entry No. 2002670 datedll.O2.2o19, 2587782 dated27.O3.2o19and

5010531 dated23.O9.2019 under CTH 9O27|OO0 of Customs Tariff Act,

1975 and order to reclassify the same under CTH 9O272OOO of the Act.

b. I drop the demand of differential Custom Duty amounting to Rs.

10,63,111/- (Rs. Ten Lakh Sixty Three Thousand One Hundred and

Eleven Only)(As annexed in Annexure-A to SCN) raised under Section

28(1) of the Customs Acl, 1962.

c. I drop the demand of interest under Section 28 AA of the Customs

Acl,l962 on the differential duty demanded in the Show Cause Notice.

d. I drop the proposal to impose penalty upon the importer/ noticee under

Section 1 17 of the Customs Act,l962.

26, This order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may be

taken against the Noticee/Noticees or any other person(s) concerned with said

goods under the Customs Act, 1962, or any other law for the time being in

force in India.

27. The Show Cause Notice bearing No. VIII/10-13/DRI/ACC/O&A/2015

dated16.02.2O15 is accordingly disposed of

t+.t0.
(Abilash K. Sreenivasan)
Additional Commissioner,

Customs, Ahmedabad

F.No. VIII/ 10- 1 0 1 /ACC/ O&A I HQ I 2o2o-2r

DIN: 2O2 1 1O71MNOOOOOOF398

To

M/s EL PE Engineers LLP,2O|, Sahyog Complex,

Near De luxe Cross Roads,

Nizampura, Vadodara, Gujarat-390002

Date: 14.10.2021
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Copy to

(1) The Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.

(2) The Deput5rCommissioner, Customs, Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad.

(3) The Assistant Commissioner, RRA, Customs, Ahmedabad.

(a) The Assistant Commissioner, Legal, Customs, Ahmedabad.

(5) The Systems-in-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad, for uploading the Order on

the Official website i.e http :www. ahmedabadcustoms. gov. in.

.,/EfGuardFile.
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